We propose a "partial aggregation" strategy for defining the recreation sites that enter choice sets in random utility models. Under the proposal, the most popular sites and sites that will be the subject of policy analysis enter choice sets as individual sites while remaining sites are aggregated into groups of similar sites . The scheme ba lances the desire to include all potential substitute sites in the choice sets with practical data and modelling constraints. Unlike fully aggregate models, our analysis and empirical applications suggest that the partial aggregation approach reasonably approximates the results of a disaggregate model. The partial aggregation approach offers all of the data and computational advantages of models with aggregate sites, but does not suffer from the same degree of bias as fully aggregate models.
Introduction
The random utility model (RUM) is a popular variant of the travel-cost method for estimating the demand for recreation sites [see Bockstael et a/.] .
1 One strength of the RUM is it's ability to relate the demand for water-based recreation at a site to the water quality at that site. This linkage allows the RUM to be used to estimate the use-values associated with changes in water quality at specific sites. Such nonmarket benefits are increasingly utilized in policy making, project evaluation and environmental legislation.
2 Another advantage of the RUM is that it provides a tractable way of including the prices and qualities of substitute recreation sites in the demand function . This feature of the RUM is important for benefit estimation because water-based recreation sites often have numerous substitutes and these substitution possibilities affect the magnitude of benefit measures.
An underlying postulate of the RUM is that individuals will choose to visit the recreation site that gives them the highest utility. To estimate the model researchers must specify the set of mutually exclusive alternatives from which an individual makes a cho ice. This set of alternatives (recreation sites) is referred to as the choice set. In the case of water-based recreation , when all potential substitute sites are considered the choice set can become extremely large. Choice sets containing hundreds of alternatives can pose substantial computationa l burdens for the estimation of a RUM and can stretch the limits of the available data. Reductions in the size of the choice set are usually achieved by limiting the scope of the model or by spatially aggregating alternatives. This paper addresses the issue of whether alternatives in the choice set are defined as individual sites or as aggregate groups of sites.
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Early applications of the RUM in the area of water-based recreation demand include Hanemann [1978] . Feenberg and Mills [1980] . Caulkins et al. [1986) , and Bockstael et al. [1987] .
2 The Comprehensive Environmental Responses, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), the Oil Pollution Act, the National Forest Management Act, and the Environmental Protection Agency's guidelines for regulatory impact analysis [U.S. EPA] all use nonmarket benefit measurement in some manner.
The use of aggregate representations of sites is common in the RUM literature.
3 Bockstael et al. (1989] explain that for most models, the potentially hundreds or thousands of specific sites cannot be modelled and must be aggregated , especially when data is sparse [page 252 ]. Several authors have pointed out that aggregate alternatives make efficient use of the behavioral data by increasing the number of visits to the each of the alternatives [see Morey et al., 1993; Morey and Shaw, 1990] .
4 Table 1 presents a summary of RUMs that have used some type of aggregation of sites. In several cases , researchers have defined sites to match existing levels of aggregation in the data that describes sites [see Kling and Thomson; Jones and Sung 1993; Lin et al. 1996] . From Table 1 , the most common way to group sites is to define them at the county level.
An interesting alternative to aggregating sites at the county level is to specify sites at differing degrees of spatial resolution . Carson and Hanemann (1987] define sport fishing sites in southcentral Alaska so that some smaller and less popular sites within the southcentral reg ion are aggregated and all sites outside of the southcentral region are grouped into four other broadly defined alternatives. In a model of salmon fishing , Morey et al. (1993] examine the effects of various hydropower regimes on the Penobscot River in Maine. In their RUM , the Penobscot River is treated as an individual site while remaining rivers in Maine are grouped into four alternatives, and rivers in Canada are grouped at the level of provinces. Hausman et al.
(1995] developed recreation demand models to assess "the damages of the Exxon Valdez spill.
They define sites so that they are "highly disaggregated" in areas near the spill and "quite broad"
3 The literature on travel cost models has used the term aggregation in several confounding ways. Here we use the term aggregation to refer to the grouping of individual sites into larger sites. This usage follows the terminology set forth in McFadden ( 1978] , Ben-Akiva and Lerman ( 1985] , and Parsons and Needelman (1992] , among others. We are not referring to the estimation and welfare implications of using of aggregate versus individual observations of recreation behavior (see McConnell and Bockstael (1984] for a discussion of these issues).
• Wh ile the share model of Morey and Shaw (1990] is not strictly a RUM , it is statistically similar and requires researchers to define sites.
further from the spill. We will refer to this practice as "partially aggregating" sites. The focus of this paper is to investigate the performance of this strategy using RUMs . The appeal of the approach is that it allows the analysis to focus on potentially more important sites without excluding plausible substitutes. The downside is that McFadden [1978] has shown that using aggregate alternatives can lead to biased estimates of the RUM parameters.
The potential bias due to aggregating water-based recreation sites has been empirically examined by Kaoru and Smith [1990] , Parsons and Needelman [1992] , and Feather [1994] . All -of these studies compare models in which all sites are aggregated to models with none of the sites being aggregated. Kaoru and Smith [1990] (see also Kaoru et al. [1995] ) estimated several RUMs to determine the benefits of improved water quality in a North Carolina sport fishing estuary. They used three different levels of aggregation, and the ir findings suggest that increasing levels of site aggregation tended to lead toward an understatement of benefits. The opposite conclusion was reached by Feather [1994] in a study contrasting aggregated and disaggregated RUMs. This coincides with the findings of a study conducted by Parsons and Needelman [1992] where benefits and the degree of site aggregation are positively correlated .
Although these studies have all dealt with aggregated models, none of them provide any guidance as to the effect of aggregation (or partial aggregation) on benefit estimates. This paper sheds some light on these issues.
As an alternative to aggregating sites, McFadden [1978] proposed reducing RUM choice sets by estimating the models using randomly drawn choice sets. This approach has been studied by Parsons and Needelman [1992] . Feather (1994] , and Peters et al. [1995] . The random draw approach is often favored over aggregation because it results in consistent, though inefficient, estimates of the RUM parameters [McFadden , 1978] . Unfortunately, the consistency of random sampling strategies has only been demonstrated for the simple multinomial log it form of the RUM , not the more general nested logit.
5 Moreover, the random draw procedure itself does not alleviate computational problems. Because the parameters from models estimated using random draws vary with each draw, most researchers have suggested estimating severa l models using different draws [Parsons and Needelman 1992; Feather 1994] .
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Clearly the process of repeating the random draws can be cumbersome. While there are advantages of using random draws, most RUMs in the literature do not utilize the technique.
The following section reviews the theory of site aggregation in RUMs and presents the -partially aggregated model. Next, the potential bias in welfare measures attributed to aggregated and partially aggregated models is discussed. This is followed by an empirical application of sport fishing at lakes in Minnesota. Welfare measures from a disaggregated model are then compared to those computed using aggregated and partially aggregated models. The resu lts demonstrate the potential for using partial aggregation to dramatically reduce the number of alternatives in the RUM without greatly compromising accuracy.
RUMs Under Varying Levels of Aggregation
The actual discrete alternatives in an individual's choice set are commonly referred to as "elemental alternatives" [Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985) . In the case of water-based recreation , lakes may form the set of elemental alternatives. 7 In the random utility model (RUM}, individuals are assumed to pick the alternative from their choice set that maximizes their utility. The random utility of elemental alternative j to individual n is:
where Vin is the portion of the utility function to be estimated and Ein is an error term . Given an error distribution for the E 1 n's , the probability that each alternative has the highest utility can be derived. This probability is referred tQ as the choice probability.
Typically, the E 1 n are assumed to be independently and identically distributed extreme value random variables with mode O and unitary scale parameter. This error structure yields the familiar multinomial logit (MNL) form for each of the j = 1, ... ,J choice probabilities:
where P/J) is the probability that individual n chooses elemental alternative j. Vik is commonly written as a linear function of income less travel cost (Y-Cik) and the quality characteristics of the sites (~ ):
The parameter µ is interpreted as the marginal utility of income and is constant in this specification.
9 By using (3) in the cho ice probabilities (2) , the preference parameters µ and p 7 Peters et al. (1995) compared the results of a RUM using choice sets consisting only of elemental alternatives that anglers were aware of, and a RUM based on a larger set of individual sites. While their research raises many interesting issues regarding anglers' awareness of specific sites, we focus on the effects of defining the choice set using sites in an aggregate versus disaggregate form.
8 For ease of exposition, we use a simple multinomial logit form of the RUM . The results discussed can easily be expanded to a nested RUM.
9 Morey et al. [1993) discuss specifications relaxing this assumption .
can be estimated by conventional maximum likelihood techn iques. To simplify the exposition that fol lows, we will suppress the n with the understanding that all expressions refer to individuals.
RUMs with Aggregated Sites
As mentioned above, a common way to reduce the size of the cho ice set is to group elemental alternatives into aggregate alternatives. Here, disjoint sets L, are formed from the J elemental alternatives , and each of the i=1 , ... ,G disjoint sets, L,, is termed an "aggregate" -alternative . When choice probabilities for the elemental alternatives have the MNL form in (2), the random utility of the i-th aggregate alternative can be rewritten as:
where v·, is the average utility of the i-th aggregate alternative rv·, = (1 /M, ):r/ELI v, ], M; is the number of elemental alternatives in the i-th aggregate alternative , and Z, is a measure of the heterogeneity of the utilities of the elemental alternatives in the i-th aggregate alternative .
The formulation in (4) is useful for examining what happens when aggregate sites are specified and quality is characterized by group averages. Of particular interest is the heterogeneity term :
Since Z, depends on the parameters of V 1 , wh ich are unknown at the time of estimation , it cannot be included in the model with aggregate alternatives. In light of this, the commonly estimated aggregate model uses the random utilities for the groups from (4), but excludes the Z,'s . Th is results in the following choice probability:
where P (1)a is the probability that an individual chooses the i-th aggregated alternative . Some analyses also omit the ln(M, ) terms.
Estimating an aggregated model using only v·; results in bias unless Z, and M, are constant across aggregate alternatives. Because Z; is unknown, aggregate models may conta in -some bias even when ln(M, ) is included. As recognized in the literature , careful definition of aggregate alternatives in terms of the similarity between elemental alternatives in each set and inclusion of ln(M;) reduces, but may not eliminate bias [for further discussion see Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985 or Parsons and Needelman, 1992) . Below, we argue that the partial aggregation approach offers an additional way to reduce the heterogeneity of the sites with in groups because it can reduce the Z,'s.
RUMs with Partially Aggregated Sites
In between the aggregated and disaggregated models is the partially aggregated model which utilizes both elemental and aggregated alternatives. Suppose that a set of elemental alternatives, 0 , are treated as disaggregated sites and the remaining alternatives are aggregated into G' disjoint sets of alternatives.
The aggregated alternatives will have utility shown in (3) while the disaggregated alternatives will have utility shown in (4). Treating the disaggregate model as the truth , the correct probability that an individual chooses the i-th disaggregated alternative is:
and the correct probability of the i-th aggregated alternative be ing chosen is:
exp( 11;· • lnM;+ lnZ;)
Lie 0 exp(\..j) + :Lexp(V; + lnMg+lnZg)
where 0 is the set of disaggregate alternatives and A is the set of aggregate alternatives. With a little algebra , (7) reduces to the MNL probability in (2), and the probability in (8) equals the sum of the MNL probabilities for the sites within the i-th aggregate group. As w ith the aggregate -model in (6), the heterogeneity terms (Z, ) are not known and can not be included when this model is estimated. This causes some bias in the estimated parameters since the aggregated and disaggregated probabilities that can be estimated are:
and exp('I;. + lnM 1 )
These expressions reveal the reasoning behind our suggestion to treat popular sites as disaggregate alternatives. In practice, it is not uncommon for an extremely popular recreation site to be in the vicinity of several less popular recreation sites. Moreover, it is generally possible to identify such sites a priori by inspecting survey data or by consulting with local experts. In accord with the RUM , these popular sites ought to have high utility. Thus, popular sites are likely to have large measured utilities (\,j's). Pulling out the sites with high measured utility should reduce the heterogeneity of the sites that remain in aggregate groups. That is, when popular sites are in the set of disaggregate sites , the Z,'s that remain in (7) and (8) are smaller and more uniform than those of the fully aggregate model. Reducing the Z,'s should reduce the potential bias in the parameter estimates based on (9) and (10) where the Z,'s are omitted. As discussed next, the partially aggregated formulation may also reduce bias in the welfare measures for changes in quality at disaggregated alternatives.
Welfare Measures From These Models
One of the strengths of the RUM is its ability to provide exact we lfare measures for changes in site access or changes in site quality. In the completely disaggregated model, the per-trip welfare measure (W) for a change in site qualities is:
where the 1,0 superscripts denote the site characteristics with and without some policy and j indexes elemental alternatives in the choice set [McFadden, 1981 ] . If the correct random utilities for the aggregate alternatives could be used (see equation (4)), the welfare measure for the aggregate model would be algebra ically equivalent to (1 1 ). Of course , with the aggregate model, the Z,'s are unavailable so that, in practice, the welfare measure for the aggregated model is:
where i indexes aggregated alternatives. Here, we are defining the welfare measure using the aggregate groups used to estimate the model since this is how the model is likely to be used in practice. Inspecting equation (4 ) reveals that a change in site quality within the i-th aggregate alternative will affect the average measured utility (V·,) and it will also affect the heterogeneity of the alternatives in the group (Z, ). With an aggregate model, only the former effect can be incorporated into the welfare measure (the Z,'s are by definition unknown). Thus , welfare measurement with aggregate models will be biased do to an inability to measure fill the effects of a quality change (a similar point is made by Kaoru and Smith, [1990] ).
Comparing the derivatives of Wand W with respect to the q-th quality variable at the }-th site (XJ<?) yields some insight into this bias. In the disaggregated model, the derivative is:
where /Jq is the estimated parameter associated with Xq and µ is the estimated marginal utility of income, the negative of the travel cost parameter (see (3)). In the aggregated model, the marginal welfare measure for changes in Xq at the }-th site in i-th aggregated alternative is:
where pq• and µa are the estimated parameters from the aggregated model. Even if the effect of omitting Z, was small (so that the estimated parameters are very close ), the aggregate model will produce biased welfare measures for individual sites. Comparing (13) and (1 4 
Thus , the direction of bias in the site-specific welfare measure that is attributable to aggregation depends on the desirability of the site. This direction of bias is intuitive: sites that are above the group average (e.g ., popular sites) will be under valued by the aggregated model since it is likely that P(j) > P(1)a/M,. The opposite is true for below average (unpopular) sites within a group. [1990] , and Parsons and Needelman [1992] note that parameter estimates from aggregated and disaggregated models are often similar in magnitude, and yet welfare measures can differ substantially. Equation (15) helps to explain these observations.
Kaoru and Smith
In the partially aggregated mod-el , the per-trip welfare measure ( W'4) for a change in site qualities is:
where j indexes disaggregated alternatives in set 0 and g = 1, ... ,G' indexes aggregated alternatives. Again, we are defining the welfare measure using the same aggregate groups used to estimate the model since this is how the model is likely to be used in practice . Just as with the aggregate model, there are heterogeneity terms that get omitted from wa. Unlike the fully aggregate model, if quality changes at a disaggregate site , then all the relevant changes in welfare can be measured. That is, the marginal welfare measure with respect to a quality variable at the j -th site in a disaggregated alternative resembles the marginal welfare measure from the disaggregated model:
where Pt (J/' 8 ) are the parameters associated with the q-th quality variable (income) in the partially aggregated model. The reason we suggest including potential policy sites in the set of disaggregate sites is that it will avoid any add itional biases due to the "averaging out" of the welfare effect (the P(1)/M; versus P(J) effect that exists for sites within aggregate alternatives).
For the disaggregated sites, any differences between the marginal measures in the (17) and (13) will be due to differences in the estimated parameters and estimated probabilities, P(jl 0 ) and P(J) . Hence, (17) will still contain bias to the extent that the estimated parameters and predicted probabil ities differ from those of the dissaggregate model (because of the omitted Z/ s for the grouped alternatives). However, our hypothesis is that by disaggregating the popu lar and policy sites, the partially aggregated models are likely to be less biased than those of a fully -aggregated model. The next section consists of an application that examines the empirical performance of partially aggregated approach.
Application
In this section, we test our hypothesis by estimating some RUMs for sport fishing at lakes in Minnesota. The empirical performance of several partially aggregated RUMs is compared to aggregated and disaggregated models. The parameter estimates and welfare measures from the disaggregated model are treated as the benchmark to which all other specifications are compared . The behavioral data comes from a sport fish ing survey conducted in Minnesota. The survey contains information on the angling activities of 1488 individuals over the 1989 calendar year. The sample was randomly drawn from individuals who purchased fishing licenses in the previous year. About 58% of the respondents reported-that they had engaged in some type of fishing in 1989, and they took approximately 10 trips during the yea r. For more information on the survey, see Estenson [1990] .
Measures of lake quality are derived from physical data collected at individual lakes by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources .
The data set contains information on 1667 individual lakes which will form our set of elemental alternatives. The lake quality measures include: lake area, maximum lake depth, the percentage of lake acres that are littora l (near the shoreline), and average secci disk depth (a measure of water clarity). To avoid correlation with the lake size variable, the littoral acres variable appears as a percentage of lake size . The secci disk depth variable is averaged over the "open-water season" during a five year period preceding the survey period.
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In each of the estimated models, the natural logarithm of secci disk depth is used to account for the nonlinear relationship between water clarity and trophic status described by Heiskary and Wilson [1990) . Similarly, the -natural logarithm of lake acres is used to capture the diminishing effect of lake size described by Parsons and Kealy [1992] (i. e ., marginal differences in lake size are perceived differently in small lakes than in large lakes).
Because lakes in Minnesota differ from north to south , ea ch of the RUMs is specified as a nested logit with lakes nested by reg ion.
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The "southern" region is the western and the populous southern portion of the state. Lakes in this region are primarily wa rm-water lakes that are ideal for bass, bluegill and other warm-water fish species. The "northern" reg ion is the sparsely populated, more pristine portion of the state. The northern region contains cold, clear lakes that are ideal for cool-water fish species such as walleye and northern pike.
Three types of models are estimated: a disaggregated model, an aggregated model, and some partially aggregated models. The disaggregated model treats all 1667 lakes as individual alternatives in the choice set of anglers with each lake being described by it's water quality data.
The aggregated model treats counties as alternatives (lakes are aggregated to the county level).
In this model, each of the 87 counties are described by the average lake data in the county .
Four partially aggregated models are estimated using both individual lakes and counties as alternatives. Individual fakes are described by their specific quality variables , and aggregated sites are described by averaging the quality measures for the remaining lakes in each county.
The four partially aggregated models are estimated with the 25, 48, 103, and 200 most popular lakes 13 as individual alternatives with remaining fakes aggregated at the county level.
The models were estimated using full information maximum likelihood methods, and the resulting parameter estimates appear in Table 2 . The estimated parameters for the travel cost, fog area, and inclusive value variables are remarkably similar across all models. The most -significant variables , as judged by their t-stats, are the most stable across models. As the level of aggregation decreases, the fog secci disk [ln(sdm)] , percent littoral acres (plitt), and depth parameters in the partially aggregated models approach those in the disaggregated model. The aggregated model overstates these parameters in magnitude (absolute value) and significance.
The parameters for the partially aggregated models generally are closer to the dissaggregate model parameters than are those for the aggregate model. 14 The parameter estimates confirm the expected result: as the level of aggregation decreases, the partially aggregated models approach the disaggregated model. Although this is predictable, it is worth noting that the partially aggregated models reasonably approximate the disaggregated model with as much as 94 % of the choice set (1564 lakes) aggregated.
To evaluate the models in terms of welfare measurement, the secci disk depth (water clarity) is increased by 25% at the 25 most popular disaggregated sites simultaneously. 15 The 13 Popular lakes are defined as those that are visited by numerous individuals. Each of these 25, 48, 103, 200 disaggregated lakes are visited by at least 7, 5, 3, and 2 survey respondents respectively .
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The 25 lake partially aggregated model is an exception since it has different signs on the plitt and depth variables, though these parameters are insignificant. mean per-trip compensating variation (CV) estimates appear in Table 3 .
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The top row of Table 3 shows the average over the individuals of their per-trip CV. The bottom row contains the ratio of the average CV for each model divided by the average CV for the disaggregated model. The CV from the aggregated model is about one-third that of the disaggregate model. This result adheres to the aggregation bias in the welfare measure presented in equation (15) which pred icts that the aggregate model will under-value popular sites. This direction of bias persists, even though the estimated parameter on clarity for the -aggregated model is over four times that of the disaggregated model.
Trends in the welfare measures from the partially aggregated models are similar to those observed in the parameters of these models. As the level of aggregation decreases, the welfare measures approach those from the disaggregated model. When 103 lakes are included in the disaggregated choice set, the ratio of partia lly aggregated to disaggregated CV is 0 .807. When 200 lakes are included, th is ratio increases to 0.895.
Welfare changes resulting from increasing sdm by 25% at individual lakes appear in Table 4 . The first four rows on Table 4 show changes at the four most popular lakes. The largest CV is associated with Lake Minnetonka, a large lake located in the Twin Cities metro area. Lake Mille Lacs, a prime sport fishing lake located near the Twin Cities, has the next largest CV. Leech Lake, a cold-water lake in the northern section of the state, and Lake of the Woods, a large remote lake bordering Canada, have the smallest CVs of these four lakes. As anticipated, the aggregated model under-values this change in each of the lakes with the 16 The data used to compute benefit measures from each of these models relies on the same level of aggregation as was used to estimate the respective model. This approach is consistent with Kaoru et al. (1995) who argue that analysts who are forced to adopt aggregated models usually do so because they lack disaggregated data. exception of Lake of the Woods .
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The aggregated model is somewhat close to the disaggregated model for the most popular lake (Mille Lacs), but off by a large factor for lakes leech and Minnetonka. The CVs from partially aggregated models follow the usual pattern of approaching those of the disaggregated model as the level of aggregation diminishes.
The next six rows of Table 4 show average welfare changes due to a 25% increase in water clarity at six less popular lakes. Two lakes were randomly chosen from each of the remaining three partially aggregated categories .
18 As lakes become less popular, the agg regated -model tends to increasingly over value improvements in water quality. The same trend is evident in the 25 lake partially aggregated model, but disappears in the more disaggregated models.
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As the level of aggregation diminishes, the CVs from the partially aggregated models approach those of the disaggregated model, but not to the degree that they do when the lakes are more popular (fi rst four rows) . However, by a wide margin, the CVs from any of these models are more accurate than the CVs from the aggregated model.
Conclusions
This paper has investigated the use of partially aggregated alternatives (sites) in a random utility model. Partially aggregated models are a compromise between aggregating all sites and not aggregating any sites (disaggregated models). Operationally, the partial -aggregation scheme we propose is intuitive and straightforward . First, identify sites which may enter any policy analysis. Second , identify the most popular substitute sites. We suggest that popular sites be identified a priori as the sites which receive visits by a large number of individuals. 20 Let these two groups of sites appear as disaggregated alternatives in the model.
Finally, form similar groups of the remaining sites and aggregate them. Such a model is attractive because it retains the computational and data advantages of a fully aggregated model, but minimizes the disadvantages of aggregate models.
The disadvantage of the aggregation of sites is that it can lead to bias in several ways .
-(1) Aggregation can lead to bias in the estimated parameters (because the heterogeneity of sites is ignored). (2) Aggregation can lead to bias in the predicted probabilities and/or in the level of the welfare measures (also due to the omission of the heterogeneity of sites). (3) Aggregation means that welfare effects of quality changes at individual sites within a group get "averaged out"
because any changes in site heterogeneity cannot be measured . The first effect is widely acknowledged in the literature while the second is implicit in the discussion of Kaoru and Smith [1990] . The third effect has not been previously addressed. Specifically, we show that aggregate models will tend to under-value better-than-average sites and over-value worse-thanaverage sites. This result should help researchers interpret the direction of bias in site-specific welfare measures from models with aggregate sites. We argue that our proposed partial aggregation scheme will reduce each of the three sources of aggregation bias. Our suggestion to disaggregate popular sites is a novel way to reduce the heterogeneity of any remaining 20 An alternative definition of popularity would be the number of visits a site receives. We estimated several partial aggregation models under this definition of popularity and found that the partial aggregation approach did not perform well. When the 100 and 200 most visited sites were disaggregated , the welfare measures from the partial models were three-fourths those of the disaggregate model. A closer look at the data revealed that while some of the sites had a large number of visits, many of those visits were made by a single individual. Recall that if there are some sites that yield high utility relative to other sites in a group, then disaggregating these sites reduces heterogeneity. But for this to work across individuals in the sample, the sites that are disaggregated should yield high utility to most people in the sample, not Just a specific person. We believe this is why defining popular sites based on visits made by distinct individuals works better than defining popularity based on overall visits. aggregate alternatives , and these reductions in the unmeasured heterogeneity of sites ought to reduce the first two sources of aggregation bias. Moreover, our suggestion to disaggregate potential policy sites eliminates the third source of aggregation bias.
The benefits of utilizing a partially aggregated RUM are explored in an empirical application . The application consists of comparing an aggregated, disaggregated and severa l partially aggregated models. The partially aggregated RUMs yield benefit measures closer to the disaggregated model than those from the aggregated model. As predicted by equation (15) Morey et al. [1991] Jones and Sung [1993] Morey et al [1993] Hausman et al. [1995] McConnell et al. [1995] Kling and Thomson (1995] Un et al. ( 1996] Number of alternatives,' definit ion, and level of aggregation 29 alternatives with varying degrees of aggregation 9 alternatives defined at county level with some counties grouped together 7 alternatives defined at county level 83 alternatives defined at county level 8 alternatives with varying degrees of aggregation 70 to 118-alternatives with varying degrees of aggregation 7 alternatives defined at county level with a few counties grouped together 8 alternatives defined at an aggregate level to match catch rate data -----11 4 alternatives defined at an aggregate level to match creel survey areas -----1 1 r Here the number of alternatives refers to the number of spatially distinct alternatives in the model, even though many of these studies estimate nested logit models where different activities can occur within these alternatives (e.g., different fishing modes or species targets) which effectively increases the size of the overall model. a Cost is the travel and time cost from zip code of origin to center of destination (see Feather et al. , 1995] . ln(Area ) is the (average) natural log of lake area in acres for the lakes (counties) . ln(Sdm) is the (average) natural log of secci disk depth in meters for the lakes (counties). Plitt is the (average) percent littoral acres for the lakes (counties).
Depth is the (average) maximum lake depth in meters for the lakes (counties). ln(size) is the natural logarithm of the number of lakes in each aggregate alternative. Inclusive is the inclusive value.
b The parameter on ln(size) is fixed at one to facilitate comparison between each of the models. Allowing the parameter to vary would be akin to allowing the variance of the errors ~ithin agg regates to differ from the variance of disaggregate alternatives, i.e., it would be like allowing additional levels of nesting [McFadden 1978) . Constrain ing the ln (size) parameters isolates the effects of nesting and makes the estimated results directly comparable across models. a Individual CVs are calculated using the formula for nested models found in Morey (1994) .
b Ratio of mean to disagg regated mean. a Individual CVs are calculated using the formula for nested models found in Morey (1 994). Ratio of disaggregated mean to agg regated/partially aggregated mean appears in parenthesis.
